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Abstract: The canonical family of Thorn forms TV for 0 < s < CQ constructed by Harvey and 
Lawson on an oriented real vector bundle V -+ X with metric connection Dv is shown to have 
an extension to the bundle of real projective spaces, EQ $ V) + X, which compactifies V in 
the fibre directions. The current limit as r - 00 and s -t 0 of the smooth transgression formula 
~~ - 7r = db,.,* is the current equation I + [P(V)] Res -[Xl = dbm,O on p(lJ@ V). Here 
boo,0 is an Lt.,, current on P(&@V) and [X] is th e current of integration over the zero section of 
V. If the rank of V is even, I is the twisted extension to p(l&@ V) of the Chern-Euler form 
of the connection Dv on V, [IF’(V)] ’ t g t m e ra es d ensities over the nonorientable submanifold lP’(V) 
of ~(IKJ@ V) and Res is a smooth twisted form on P(V). If the rank of V is odd, $(Dv] E 0, 
(P(V)] is the current of integration over P(V) and Res is a smooth form on P(V). 
This construction can be pulled back to X by an atomic section v : X -+ p(Iw$ ‘/) satisfying 
an appropriate orientability hypothesis to obtain a current equation on X relating the zero and 
pole sets of v to the topology of the bundle. Applications to the differential topology of maps 
into spheres and real projective spaces are discussed. 
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Introduction 
In this paper we study meromorphic sections of real vector bundles. The main aim 
is to derive local (i.e., current) equations relating the behaviour of the section in a 
neighbourhood of its zero and pole sets to the topology of the bundle. Our results a,re 
analogous to those obtained in the study of meromorphic sections of complex vector 
bundles (see [7]). Th e results build on the work of Harvey, Lawson and Semmes (see 
[3, Tj]) who studied smooth sections of vector bundles (i.e_, no pole set). The formulae 
obtained can be applied to study the differential topology of maps into spheres and 
real projective spaces. For instance we will prove the following result about maps, such 
as the Gauss map, from an n-dimensional manifold to the n-sphere. 
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Theorem. Let X be a compact oriented n-dimensional manifold with boundary, 13x, 
and let f : X + S’” be a continuous map into the n-sphere. Fix a north pole, south 
pole and an equator, Sn-‘, on the n-sphere and let N, S and E be the subsets of X 
which are mapped by f to the north pole, south pole and equator. Suppose that N and 
S are isolated point sets and (for the sake of simplicity) that E is a smooth oriented 
connected (n - 1)-dimensional submanifold of X and that (N USU E)ndX = 0. Then 
#S + #N - 2 Deg(flE) = W+ - IV_. 
Here #S and #N are the number of north and south poles counted with multiplicity 
and Deg( f (a) is the degree (or sheeting number) of the induced mapping f : E 4 S”-’ f 
The winding numbers W* are defined as follows. Let Hk denote the complement of 
the north and south poles in the upper and lower hemispheres of S”. Since the equator 
disconnects S’” we can write dX = dX+ U i3X_ where dX* is the union of those 
components of 8X which are mapped into H*. Let p* : Hk + S”-” be the natural 
projection onto the equator. Then we define W* to be the sum of the degrees of the 
induced maps pk o f from the various connected components of 8X* to S”-‘. 
The main result of the paper can be described as follows. Let V be an oriented 
real vector bundle of rank n over a manifold X. We compactify V in the vertical 
directions by embedding it in the bundle of real projective spaces P(l&@ V) + X. This 
embedding is defined by sending v E V, to the line through (1, v) E & @ V,. Recall that 
P(ll&BV)= VLlrP(V) and that, for odd rank bundles W, IID + X is nonorientable. 
Consequently smooth forms twisted by the orientation bundle of P(W)-rather than 
bona fide forms on P( W)-define currents by integration against smooth test forms. We 
study smooth sections v of the bundle llD(&@V) -+ X. The zero set Z of v is the inverse 
image of the zero section of V and the pole set P is the inverse image of spatial infinity, 
IF(V). Note that generically Z has codimension n and P has codimension 1 in X. 
Harvey and Semmes defined the zero divisor, Dive(V), of an atomic section v of the 
vector bundle V * X (see [5] or Definition 1.4 below). The zero divisor is a codimension 
n current on X which is supported on the zero set 2 of v and encodes the multiplicity 
of vanishing of v on 2. If 0 is a regular value of v then v is atomic and Divu(v) = [Z] is 
the current of integration over the (suitably oriented) submanifold 2 of X. Atomicity 
is a weak measure theoretic condition which ensures the existence of a zero divisor. 
Similarly we can define the pole divisor, Divoo(v), of a section v : X -+ IF@@ V) (see 
Definition 3.15). Note however that since the even dimensional real projective spaces 
are nonorientable the pole divisor will not always be a bona fide current on X. Instead 
of acting on test forms it may be defined to act on a certain space of twisted test 
forms on X. Consequently the pole divisor may have support on the nonorientable 
components of the pole set. 
Next we endow V with a Riemannian metric and a metric compatible connection 
Dv. The Euler class of V is represented by the Chern-Euler form, X(Dv), which is a 
2n-form constructed from the curvature of the connection with aid of the Pfaffian of a 
skew symmetric matrix. Note that when the rank of V is odd x(Dv) = 0. 
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Roughly speaking the main result can be stated as follows (see Theorems 4.10 and 
5.21 for precise statements). Let v be an atomic section of IF@@ V) -+ X. Then, under 
appropriate orientability assumptions on X and Y, we have the current equation 
x(Dv) + Divoo(v) u* Res - Diva(v) = da on X. (*) 
Here 0 is a canonically defined II& current on X which is smooth away from Z IJ b” 
and V* Res is the pullback to X of a (possibly twisted) residue form Res on p(V). The 
restriction of Res to the fibres of p(V) - X is the normalized volume form (or density) 
on real projective space. 
It is instructive to compare this result to the results obtained in [7] concerning 
meromorphic sections of complex vector bundles. Suppose that V is a complex line 
bundle over a 2-dimensional manifold X. In the complex case we compactify V 1)~ 
adding a single point at infinity, that is by embedding V in IP(g@ V). The zero and 
pole sets of a section v : X -+ p(: @ V) consist of isolated points, 2 = {z,} and 
R = {p;}. Then, if X is oriented, we have an equation between dimension zero currents 
of the form 
q( Dv) + x w[P;] - c 7431 = dT on X, (an) 
t j 
where cl (Dv) is the first Chern form of a connection Dv on V, T is an L/oC I-form on 
X and n; and VL~ are integers. On the other hand we could consider the underlying rcbal 
rank 2 bundle of V. In this case V is compactified by adding a circle at infinity, that is 
by embedding V in IF@@ V). The zero set of a section u : X + i?(E@ V) still consists 
of isolated points, 2 = {zj}. However the pole set P is (roughly speaking) a union 
of curves in X. Suppose (for the sake of simplicity) that P is a connected oriented 
l-dimensional submanifold of X. Choose a metric compatible connection Dv on V-. 
Then, under suitable orientability assumptions on X and V, we have the dimension 
zero current equation 
x( Dv) + [P] v* Res - c mj[zj] = da 011 x, (*d--b) 
where g, x( Dv) and the l-form Res are as above. 
The argument principle of complex analysis can be recovered from (ti) by letting 
the currents in that equation act on the test function [X] on a compact surface X 
boundary 8X. It can be stated as follows. Let f : X + CIlD’ be a continuous map 
isolated zeros and poles of finite multiplicity, none of which lie on 8X. Then 
# Zeros - # Poles = Wind(f, 0X), 
with 
with 
where the winding number, Wind(f, 8X), is the number of times the image of i3X 
winds around 0 E cp’. Alternatively, the sum of the local changes in argument around 
each zero and pole is equal to the global change in argument around 3X. Similarly, 
when V is the trivial real line bundle over Iw, we can let the currents in (A**) act on 
the test function [a, b] to obtain the completely elementary Signum principle. 
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The Signum principle. Let f : [a,b] + [- CCI,~] be a continuous function with iso- 
lated zeros and poles. Then the total change in Signum over the interval [a, b] is equal 
to the sum of the local changes in signurn at each of the zeros and poles. 
The main result is proved as follows. Harvey and Lawson constructed a family of 
smooth Thom forms ~~ (0 < s < a) on V in terms of a background metric connection 
DV (see Remark 1.10). In the even rank case their construction proceeds as follows. 
(The construction in the odd rank case is more subtle-see Definition 5.1.) Let B denote 
the trivial line bundle and let V be the pullback of V over itself. The tautological bundle 
mapa:E- V over V can be used to pushforward the trivial connection d on & to a 
singular connection 5 defined on V over V - X. Then a canonical smooth family of 
connections 3, is defined on V over V with the property that f;js ---) fi as s + 0 on 
V N X. The Thorn forms are then defined to be the Chern-Euler forms T, := ,(a,). 
Furthermore there are smooth transgression forms t7r,$ for 0 < s < T < 00 so that 
rr - rs = da,,, on V. 
In Theorem 2.5 we will prove that the family ]5, on V over V can be compactified by 
a natural family of connections D,l,, on a bundle U I defined over all of IQ&@ V). The 
bundle UI is the orthogonal complement of the tautological line bundle U * IP(l&@ V). 
This result is a refinement of [3, Ch. IV, 1.631. In particular this implies (see Lemma 2.4) 
that, in the even rank case, the Thom and transgression forms on V extend smoothly 
to all of P@ $ V) as suitably twisted forms and so define currents. 
Next we show that br+ + c in L~O,(IP(IIJ @ V)) as T + 00 and s --) 0, and that 
the current limits, lim,,ns, = [X] and limr--roo rr = [IF(V)] Res, exist. Consequently 
[P(V)] Res -[X] = d d on lP(IlJ@ V). Note that the form u was discovered by Chern [l]. 
The formula (*) on X is proved by pulling back the twisted forms a, and err+ to X 
via v. Under suitable orientability assumptions on X and v these define currents on X, 
and, provided that u is atomic, we can take the current limit as before to obtain (*). 
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1. Characteristic currents at time zero 
In this section we review Harvey and Lawson’s results [3, Ch. IV] concerning the 
characteristic current at time zero associated with an SO-invariant polynomial and a 
section of a real vector bundle. We begin by recalling the definition of the zero divisor 
of an atomic section of a vector bundle (cf. [5]). Throughout this section we assume 
that V is an oriented bundle over an oriented manifold. 
Definition 1.1. [5, Sect. 1.1) Let X be a smooth manifold and let y = (yI, ~ D. 9 ym) 
denote coordinates on Iw”. 
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(1) A smooth function u : X -+ R is called atomic if its zero set has Lebesgue measure 
zero. 
(2) A smooth function u : X - IR~“(~L > 1) is called atomic if for each form dy’/Jylp 
on IK7’L, with p = 11) < UL - 1, the pullback u’ (dy’/lylP) to X has an LioC extension 
across the zero set 2 of 2~. Also assume that u does not vanish identically in any 
connected component of its domain X. 
Note. Harvey and Semrnes [5, Sect. 1.21 prove that if u is atomic t,hen the zero set 2 
has Lebesgue measure zero in X. Therefore the L;OC extension of U* (dy’/ly(~) across 
2 is unique. 
Definition 1.2, [5, Sect. 2.51 Let V -+ X be a smooth real vector bundle of rank 7rb. 
A smooth section /L of V is called atomic if for each choice of local frame P for V the 
function u defined by p = ue is atomic. 
Let 
VL 
e:=)-(_l)k-’ YkdYlA...~y~?i,A...AdY7., 
k=I 
( 1.3) 
denote the solid angle kernel on Iw”, and let y,,, denote the volume of the unit sphere 
in iWn’. Note that if u : X + IRnL is atomic then U*(O) E hiO,(X). The fundamental 
current equation d (y;‘f9) = [0] on Iw”’ 9 where [0] denotes the point mass at the origin, 
motivates the definition of divisor. 
Definition 1.4. [Fj, Sect. 2.61 Let p be an atomic section of a smooth oriented real 
rank m vector bundle V over a smooth oriented manifold X. Let e be a positively 
oriented local frame for V and define u by p = ue. Harvey and Sernmes 15, Sect. 2.1 l] 
prove that the divisor of p is well defined by the current equation 
Div(p) := d(r&’ u*(O)) on X. 
Note. The divisor, Div(p), is a codimension 
set 2 of p. If 0 is a regular value of CL, then 
m d-closed current supported on the zero 
Div(p) = [Z], where [Z] is the current of 
integration over the (suitably oriented) subrnanifold 2. 
Next endow V -+ X with a Riernannian metric and metric compatible connec- 
tion Dv. Let p be a section of V -+ X and 2 = Zero(p). Harvey and Lawson 
[3, Ch. IV, I.71 d fi e ne the Riemanniarl singular pusllforward connection associated 
with p to be the smooth metric compatible connection 
on V over X - Z. (1.5) 
Here (~, .) denotes the inner product 011 V and IpI2 = (IL,~). 
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The singular connection -d is approximated by the smooth family of smooth metric 
compatible connections z’, (0 < s ,< CQ) on V defined by 
Here Xs := x(I~I”/~~) where x : [Od - [O, 11 is any choice of approximate one (cf. [3, 
Ch. I, 4.11). Because of its geometrical significance (see Theorem 2.5 below) we choose 
to work with the real algebraic approximation mode x defined by X(t) := 1- l/m. 
Let 4 be any SO-invariant polynomial. The characteristic current at time zero on 
X is defined to be the current limit 
whenever this limit exists. 
Before summarizing Harvey and Lawson’s results we recall the definition of the 
Pontrjagin and Chern-Euler forms. Let the rank of V be m and set m = 2n if m is 
even and m = 2n+ 1 if m is odd. Recall that the Pontrjagin forms of Dv can be defined 
as follows. Let e = (er, . . . , e,) be a positively oriented orthonormal local frame for V 
and let WV and Rv denote the skew symmetric local gauge and curvature matrices of 
the connection Dv with respect to the frame e. The jth Pontrjagin form, pj( Dv), is 
the degree 4j part of the total Pontrjagin form, p( Dv), defined by 
@I/) = I +pr(Dv) + ... t pJDv) := det(l t &fb). (1.V 
In the case that m = 271 is even the Chern-Euler form of the connection DI/ is 
defined with the aid of the Pfaffian of a skew symmetric martix as follows. Set X(e) := 
erA.._Aenza Then, regarding e as a column vector, etGye defines a global section of the 
bundle A2V 8 A*T*X on X and x(e) defines a global section of the bundle A”“(V). So 
the Chern-Euler form, x(Dv), of the metric compatible connection Dv is the globally 
defined 2n-form on X defined by 
x(Dv)X(e) := A(--&dOve)“. 
Recall that the SO(2n + l)- invariant polynomials are generated by yr ) _ e . 9 pn 
while the SO(2n)-invariant polynomials are generated by ~1,. . . ,p,_l ,x and that 
pn = X2. The invariant polynomials of primary interest to us are those of the form 
4 = Xti(Pl,. . . ,pn> where $@I,. . . ,pn) is any polynomial in pr, . . . ,p,. 
The @-transgression form of a family of metric compatible connections D, on V is 
defined by 
where ws and R, are the local gauge and curvature matrices of the connection D, with 
respect to a frame e as above and $(A; B) := d/dtl,,o@(B + tA). The fundamental 
transgression formula is 4( Dl-) - 4( DS) = dT,?,. 
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Theorem 1.9. [3, Ch. IV] Let p be an atomic sztion of V -+ X and let T, derlotc 
the smooth transgression form T,,, of the family D,. Then 
(1) The transgression forms T, converge as L:O,- currents on X to the transgression 
current T := lim,,u T,. 
(2) Therefore the characteristic current 4((??a)) := lim,,e d(a,) exists on X and ,is 
given by 
+(( 5,)) = cb( DF) + dT. 
,Yote that +((??a)) is a d-closed flat current 071 X which represents the &characteristic 
class of V. 
(3) Let 4(3a) d enote the smooth form ~$(-ii) on X N 2. Then d(aa) extends across 
Z to a d-closed L;OC 
called the LioC 
form on all of X, also denot$ by ~@a). Note that (6(zo) is 
part of the characteri$c current d(( Da)). 
(4) The characteristic current 4(( Da)) is given by 
@((da)) = d(da) + Resa(4) Diva(o), 
where the residue form Resu(4) is a d-closed smooth form on X. Note that the residue 
form is zndependent of the choice of section p and that the divisor is independent ,o_f 
the choice of invariant polynomial 4. 
(5) The current equation 
q5( Dv) - qb( 3,) - Resu( 4) Divu( o) = dT on x 
is the limit as s + 0 of the smooth transgression formula 
I - @5’,) = dT, on X. 
(6) For each SO-invariant polynomial 4 there exists an SO-invariant polynomial @ 
so that 
Resu(+) = @(fIv). 
111 particular, when the rank of V is odd, Resu(d), b can an odd degree form, is zero. g 
(7) If the rank of V is even and II-, is any SO-invariant polynomial then 
Remark 1.10. Suppose that the rank of V is even. Let V be the pullback of $/ over 
itself and let Dv be the pullback to V of D v. Let D, (0 < s < W) be the approximating 
family of connections associated with the tautologjcal section c : V -+ V. Then Harvey 
and Lawson show that the smooth forms rs := X( D s) on V are a family of Thom forms 
associated with the metric compatible connection Dv on V. In particular 
(I) drs = 0. 
(2) Jvz rs = 1. 
(3) r,lx’ = x(Dv). 
(4) rs = (l/s)*q where 1/s acts by scalar multiplication on the fibres of C;. 
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(5) lim.,0 rs = [X] on V. 
(6) The current equation 
x(%) - [Xl = da on V 
is the current limit as s - 0 of the smooth transgression formula 
x(Dv) - s, = da,. 
2 O The universal compactification 
Let V be an oriented Riemannian vector bundle over a manifold X. Unless otherwise 
stated we make no orientability assumptions on X. In this section we compactify the 
bundle V + X in the vertical directions by embedding it in the bundle of real projective 
spaces liQ@V) - X and study smooth sections v : X 4 IID(&@V). On the complement 
of a certain pole set P the section v defines a section p of V. Suppose that V has even 
rank m = 271. Let 4 be an SO-invariant polynomial of the form C$ = X $(pr, . ~ . ,pn). 
The main aim of this section is to show that the smooth characteristic and transgression 
forms d(a,) and TT,s of the section ~1 011 X - E’ extend smoothly to all of X. Note 
however that since the even dimensional real projective spaces are nonorientable these 
extensions will not be bona fide forms on X. Rather they will be smooth forms twisted 
by the pullback to X by Y of the orientation bundle of the bundle of tangent spaces to 
the fibres of IP(l&@ V) + X. 
Let IF@@ V) -+ X denote the bundle of real projective spaces whose fibre over a 
point 2 E X is the set of all one dimensional real subspaces of & $ V. The natural 
embedding 
(2.1) 
provides a compactification of the bundle V -t X in the vertical directions. The total 
space of the projectivized bundle i?(V) + X can be regarded as a codimension 1 
submanifold of IiD@@ V) by the inclusion 
Note that E-Q@ V) = V u p(V). Al so recall that X embeds in P(!&c~ V) as the image 
of the zero section of V c p(I&@ V). 
Let 2 = V-*(X) 1 
V of lP(D&BV) * 
c enote the zero set and B =z-‘(p(V)) the pole set of a section 
X. Note that 2 n P = O. Let D, be the smooth family of smooth 
connections on V over X - P which approximates the singular pushforward connection 
associasted with the induced section p : X - P -+ V (see (1.6)). 
We will prove that the characteristic and transgression forms ~$(a,) and T,,, on 
X - P extend smoothly across the pole set P by constructing a smooth family of 
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smooth metric compatible connections DUL,$ on a bundle cil + X whose characteristic 
and transgression forms are smooth extensions to all of X of the characteristic and 
transgression forms of the family 77,. The construction of t,he family (DI,L,s, If*) is 
most easily described in the universal case. 
Remark 2.2. The universal case. Let V be the pullback of V to P(B@ V) via the 
projection map p : IF@@ V) -+ X, and let Dv be tlte pullback of DV to V. The induced 
bundle IQ 14 V) --+ lP’(IlJ@ V) has a tautological or universal section v which sends a 
line 1 E IP(B $ V) to itself. For any section v of lF’(I& @ V) -+ X we have v*V = V a,s 
bundles with connections, and V*(Y) = v. So to prove results of a smooth nature on or 
over X which involve a section v it often suffices to prove them on or over IP(EJ ffi k’) 
for the universal section u and then pullback the result to X via v. 
Definition 2.3. Let, V, W be isomorphic vector bundles. A family of connections LIc,!, 
on k’ is said to be equivalent to a family of connections b)~,~ on W (0 < s < m) if 
there is a bundle isomorphism q : V + W (independent of s) so that 
Dw,, = P 0 Dv,s 0 P-’ 
for all s E (0,oo). 
This concept is important because of the following fact. 
Lemma 2.4. Equivalent families of connections have equal characteristic and tmns- 
yression forms. 
In the universal case the family ( DUl,s, 17~) is constructed over IP@$ C’) as follow.5. 
Let IJ c R @ V be the tautological line bundle over P(Bgi V) and let V, (0 < s < cx!) 
be the pullback of U over P(I&@ V) by the flow 
@S : P(iw& V) - q&B V) 
[a, b] - [sa, 61. 
Let (7,’ be the orth g 0 onal complement of U, in I&@V. We can induce a metric com- 
patible connection D,*L on US’ over iP(B@ V) by regarding Iis’ as a subbundle of 
& $ V and defining 
DUS* = Pso(d@ Dv) operating on sections of Us’9 
where P, : & $ V --+ US1 denotes orthogonal projection. Finally we will construct a 
natural smooth family of smooth isometries (r3, : UsL --+ UL over P(l&@ V) and define 
the smooth family of smooth metric compatible connections DUL,s on til over P(~R@G’) 
bY 
Dul,s := 9s 0 Dusl 0~;~. 
The isometry pS is constructed as follows. Let GS : E@V -+ J&@V (0 < s < m) be the 
isometry which is the identity on US’ n Ul = (US @ U)l and is (roughly speaking) the 
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rotation R, of U, onto U on [J, @ U. Then we define vs := @p,lU,l. More precisely the 
isometry R, of [J, 61 U is defined as follows. When s = 1 define R, = Id : U - U. Also, 
over P(V) U X, US @ U = U and so we define R, = Id : U -+ U there. Finally for s # 1 
over V - X we orient the rank two bundle 
by choosing {( 1,O) , (1, ?J) E & @ V,} to be a positively oriented basis over 2) E V - X, 
and define R, to be the unique rotation which takes ZJ, onto U through an acute angle. 
(US and U are never orthogonal.) Note that the maps Q’s form a smooth family of 
smooth isometries of I&@ V. 
The following theorem says that the family of connections DUL,s on ZJL over all of 
P@@V) compactifies the universal pushforward family of connections 3, on V over V. 
Theorem 2.5. In the real algebraic approximation mode the family (s,, V) (0 < s < 
~0) is equivalent over V C P(l&@ V) to the family (DU~,S, Ul). More specifically 
&J-Q = Y -‘0i3,0y over V 
where y : V + UL c & CB V is the isometry defined over v E V by 
y(v) := (--a*(m* + 1)-‘/G, (c& + 1)-%). 
Here g :I&+ V is the bundle map over V defined by CY( 1) = c, where c : V -+ V is the 
tautological section, and a* : V + E is its adjoint. 
Proof. Let ys : V - US’ c jT_i CB V be the isometry defined over 2, E V by 
y&J) := (--a*(Qcv* + S2)-1/2v,s(Q** + s*)-1/2v). 
Harvey and Lawson [3, Ch. IV, 1.631 prove that 
(2.6) 
on U,’ over V. 
Note. Since the isometry ys : V + US’ is s-dependent this fact is not sufficient to 
prove that the transgression forms T T,S of the family s’, on V extend to all of P(l&@ V) 
(cf. Lemma 2.4). 
So to prove the theorem it suffices to show that 
y = psoys on V over V. 
Now let F, : I&@ V + I&@ V over V be the isometry which is the identity on V I-I U _L = 
(Iw @ UP and is (just as in the definition of Qps) the rotation Qs of & onto US on the 
subbundle B $ US = & CB U. 
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Claim. ys = rslv over V c P(l&c~ V). 
Given the Claim the proof of the Theorem will be completed once we show that 
r1 = as 0 rs on I&@ V over V. 
But this follows from the fact that Q1 = R, o Qs on B@ Im cr = I&@ U over V This can 
be seen by noting that if s > 1 (resp. s < 1) then Qs is the rotation of I&@ Im Q taking 
r;F: to U, counterclockwise (through an acute angle) while R, is the rotation which takes 
li, to U counterclockwise (resp. clockwise). So R, o Qs is the rotation taking & to if 
counterclockwise and so equals &I” •I 
Proof of Claim. First note that ys = Id on Ker cr* = VnU*. Secondly we examine ys 
on Im (Y =(Kera*)I = (V~I!I~)~ c V. Now since ys : V + Cl,‘, ys : VnIJL - VnFL 
and ys is an isometry we can conclude that 
y,(Im a) = ZJ,’ n (V n Ul)l = UsL n @cfi U). 
‘vow 
Iw~U=iw~I~lla=U,~(U,~n(Iw~Zi)) 
and since QS is a rotation of B @ U taking B onto 17, and Im cr is perpendicnla,r to J!& 
we also see that 
Qs( Im o) = U,l n (& $ U). 
Since rank (Im a) < 1 and ys and Qs are isometries this implies that ys = &Qs on 
lm o. Finally note that if e is a positively oriented orthonormal local frame for V and 
u is the local fibre coordinate for V defined by CY( 1) = 21 = UC then ys : Im o --+ &e a/’ 
is given by 
and so y3 = +Q, on Imcr (draw a picture). Cl 
Combining Lemma 2.4 with Theorem 22 we conclude that in the universal case the 
characteristic and transgression forms 4( Ds) and T,,, extend smoothly from V to all 
of IP(l&@ V). However if the rank of V is even and q5 = x $(pl, o D. ,p,,,) these extensions 
are actually t&ted forms on P’(l&c~ V). This follows from the fact that U’- + P(&qi L\, 
is a nonorientable bundle. In order to describe this more carefully we suppose for now 
that V -+ X is a nonorientable bundle and recall some basic definitions and facts about 
the orientation line bundle O(V) and the 0( V)-twisted Chern-Euler form of V. 
Let 7r : v + X be a real rank 771 vector bundle over an N dimensional manifold. 
The b~clle oj orientations of V, Or(V) + X, is the principal &bundle whose fibre 
over z E X consists of the two possible orientations of V,. The orientation hurdle, 
U(V) + X, of V is the associated real line bundle 0(V) := OT( V) xp Iw where p : 
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z2 - GL(Iw) is the natural inclusion map. Note that we can regard Or(V) as the So- 
bundle of 0(V). An U(V)- twisted k-f orm 011 X is defined to be a section of the bundle 
0(V) @ A”(T*X) - X. Set @(X,U(V)) := I’(U(V) B Ak(T*X)). An @TX)-twisted 
N-form on X is called a density on X. Recall that densities can be integrated over X. 
The reason for our interest in twisted forms is that an U(TX)-twisted k-form on 
X defines a current of degree k by wedging it with a degree N - k test form and 
integrating the resulting density over X. More generally let E + X be any vector 
bundle. A smooth section 7 of E defines a continuous linear functional ~1 : rcpt(X, E” 8 
U(TX) B AN(T*X)) - IR by rj(p* 8 w) = Jx p*(q) w. So we define a distributional 
section of E to be a continuous linear functional on f’,,,(X, E* @J U(TX) IB AN(T*X)). 
Let I’(E)’ denote the distributional sections of E. Note that currents of degree k are 
distributional sections of c?(TX) Q, A”(T*X). 
&mark 2.7. Locally we can describe an U(V)-twisted k-form cj as follows. Let e be a 
local frame for V and let [e] be the local section of U(V) -, X defined by [e](z) := [e,] 
where [e,] E Or(V) c U(V) is th e orientation class of e,. Then we express W locally as 
i;i = [e] 8 w where w is a locally defined bona fide k-form on X. 
Lemma 2.8. (1) TI lere is a nutural isornorphisnl 
U(V) E qv*j 
defined locally in terms of a frame e for V by sending [e] to [e*], where e* is the dual 
frame of V*. 
(2) U(W) = 7r’(U(V) 8 U(TX)) on V. 
(3) Let 0 -+ E + F -+ Q -) 0 be a short exact sequence of vector bundles over X. 
Then 
U(F) E U(E)W(Q) on x. 
Next we endow our nonorientable bundle V with a Riemannian metric and metric 
compatible connection Dv and suppose that V has even rank m = 2n. Let e be an 
orthonormal local frame for V and let WV and R v be the corresponding gauge and 
curvature matrices. Let e* denote the dual frame for V’ and set X(e*) := e; A.. . A e&_ 
Then, regarding e as a column vector, 
and 
etRve defines a global section of the bundle A2V @ A’T’X on X 
[e] 8 A(e*j defines a global section of the bundle U(V) @ A2n(V*)_ 
So the U(V)-twisted Chern-Euler form of the metric compatible connection Dv is 
defined by 
x(&j := -$[e]@X(e*)((--&e”Ilve)TL) E s22n(X,U(V)). (2.9) 
Now let D, be a family of metric compatible connections on V with local gauge w, and 
curvatute 52,. Just as above we define 
Then the Chern-Euler (3( V)-twisted t~nnsgrc.ssio~z form orIs of the family D, is defined 
by 
(2.10) 
Since U(V) is a flat bundle we can define d : 52”(X,O(V)) + Ok+l(X,U(V)) locally 
by d([e]@ti) := [e]@dw. Th en we have the fundamental transgression formula 
x(D4 - x(Ds) = da,,, in Q2,( X, O(V)). 
More generally for invariant polynomials of the form 4 = x ti(pl, * I. ,p,) we have 
@(Dv) E R*(X, O(V)) by (1.7) and (2.9). F ur th ermore the O( V)-twisted transgression 
form T,,, of the family D,, which satisfies the transgression formula b( DT) - @(D,) == 
dT,,, in R*(X,O(V)), is defined just as in (1.8). To see that T,,, is an O(V)-twisted 
form note that d( A; B) = x( A; S) ?,!J( B) t x(B) li,( A; R). 
Now we return to the study of the compactification IP(I&g, V) -+ X of an orientecl 
bundle V -+ X. 
Lemma 2.11. Let V -+ X be an oriented Riemannian vector bundle over an or!- 
ented manifold. Let L c V be the tautologicul line bundle over P(V) and let Ll be its 
orthogonal complement. 
( 1) Suppose that rank V > 1 is odd. Then 
u( L* j s u(L) 2 u( LL) z u(TP(V)) 
are nontrivicll over P(V). Consequently O(L)- t wisted forms define currents on !P( b’). 
(2) Suppose that IUIL~ of V is even. Then IF(V) is orientable and 
O(L*) z O(L) “= S(Ll) 
are nontrivial over P(V). 
Definition 2.12. Let U - P IRCE V) be the tautological bundle. For the rest of the 
paper we set 13 := O(U) 2 O(f!!S). 
Proof of Lemma, First note that the mapping 
p : !P(&@ V) N x - P(V) 
[% VI - [VI 
realizes P( & @ V) rr) X as the total space of a real line bundle over If’(V). In fact this 
line bundle is isomorphic to the dual L* of the tautological line bundle L over P(V). 
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Over a point [U] E n”(V) tl iis isomorphism is given by the linear mapping 
LTuI - P(Iw@ V) - X)[U] 
P- [i+), VI. 
So by Lemma 2.8(2) we can conclude that 
(2.13) 
O(T(rP(l&E V) - X)) E O(L’) @ CqTlqV)). 
The proof is completed by appealing to (1) and (3) of Lemma 2.8 and recalling that 
the odd (even) dimensional real projective spaces are orientable (nonorientable). 0 
Finally we can combine Lemma 2.4 with Theorem 2.5 to obtain the following Corol- 
lary. 
Corollary 2.14. Let V be an oriented even rank 271 bundle over a manifold X and 
let #I be an SO-invariant polynomial of the form q5 = x @(PA,. . . ,plL). 
(1) Then the characteristic and transgression forms c$( Ds) and TT,S (0 < s < r < 
co) of the family (D,, V) or2 V extend smoothly to all of IP@ $ V) as the O-twisted 
characteristic and transgression forms of the family ( Dul,S, Ul) over IID(I& $ V). In 
particular if X is oriented they define smooth currents on IF@@ V) -+ X. 
(2) Let u be a smooth section of IID(IkJ@V)_* X and let P c X be its pole set. Then the 
c%racteristic and transgression forms Cp( OS) and Tr+ (0 < s < r < W) of the family 
(Ds,V) on X w P extend smoothly to all of X as the u*CI-twisted characteristic and 
transgression forms of the family (v* D,I ,s, u*lJl) over X. In particular if PO Z 
O(TX) then 4(a,) and T,,, define smooth currents on X. 
3. Divisors of atomic sections of a nonorientable bundle 
In this section we apply the work of Harvey and Semmes [5] to define the notion 
of an atomic section of the compactification P@@ V) + X of an oriented real vector 
bundle V ----) X and define the zero and pole divisors of such a section. In order to do 
this we are forced to make sense of the divisor of a section of a nonorientable vector 
bundle. In [5] orientability assumptions were imposed on the bundle and on the base 
manifold to ensure that the divisor of a section was a well defined current. We begin 
this section by investigating what happens if these orientation assumptions are relaxed. 
For example, let IL be a section of a rank n real vector bundle V over an 7~ dimensional 
manifold X, and let z be an isolated zero of 1~~ Without any orientation assumptions 
on V or X we cannot define the multiplicity of vanishing of p at Z. However we can 
define the magnitude of vanishing by making arbitrary choices of orientation on V and 
X in a neighbourhood of x and computing the absolute value of the multiplicity of 
vanishing of a local coordinate expression for /I near 2. One of the aims of this section 
is to define the zero divisor of an atomic section of an arbitrary real vector bundle as a 
distributional section of the appropriate space of twisted forms. The fact that we can 
only speak of the maguitude 
fa.ct that the divisor is forced 
Our first goal is to show 
nonorirntable bundle V 0ve1 
Div(rl) E 52’“(X,0(V))‘. In 
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and not the multiplicity of vanishing is reflrcted in thcl 
to act on twisted forms. 
how to define the divisor of an atomic section IL of a 
a nonorientable manifold X a,s a distributional section. 
particular when O(V) = 0( TX) the divisor L)iv([L) E 
iP(X90(TX)) ’ is a current on X. In order to do this we need to recall the relationship) 
between O(V)-twisted forms on X and odd forms on the appropriate double cover. 
Now we can regard the bundle of orientations Or(V) -+ X of V as a two sheeted 
covering space p : i + X. The pullback bundle V = p*V on .% is oriented by choosing 
the orientation on v, = V,(g) to be the one determined by the point Z E ,k. The deck 
transforma.tion g : 1’ Y - _t lifts to a hundlr map9 
p cp 
which is orientation reversing on the fibres of V . In the spirit of de liham [s] a 
differential forfn LJ on _? is called everz if g*w = w and odd if y’w = -w. There is a I- i 
correspondence between forms on X and even forms on .? given by the mapping 
p* : cl”(X) ----+ R;,,,,(x) 
13 - p”w. 
On the other hand the odd forms on _% 
twist.ed forms on X. This correspondence, 
j;;” : cl*(x,qv)) - f&&T) 
i.J - w, 
are in I-1 correspondence with the CI( ‘1,’ )- 
(3.1 ] 
is defined as follows. In a local frame e for V write w = [e] ~3 ~1 where d is a bona 
fide form on X. The corresponding odd form W on .F is defined by W[c]z := dlT and 
zJ([&) .= -,1/&* Conversely the L?(V)-twisted form w on X corresponding to a.n odd 
form W on X is well defined locally by W(Z) := [cls tg Z[?j,. Note that be-,* = F” ~1 on 
12’(X10(V)). 
Now suppose that X is oriented. A czlr~~t S on .F is called ~7x11 if y,.i‘ = .5 an’tl 
odd if g*S = -S. Equivalently a current S is even (odd) iff (S,LJ) = 0 for all odd (coven) 
forms on .Y . C’onsequently even (odd) currents on 2 are precisely the distributional 
sections of 52* .W,,(Q (q,,(X)). J t us as for forms, the even currents on .k are in 1 ). 
correspondence with currents on X, and odd currents on i are in 1-R correspontlerice 
with distributional sections of a*( X, 0( V)). Th ese correspondences are given by the 
mappings 
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where (p*S,ti) := i(S,p*w) and (&S,w) := $(A’,&). Clearly p,d = d&. 
Finally we gather together some elementary facts required to prove some of the 
results stated later on. Note that the orientation on the base manifold X induces a - - 
natural orientation on the m_anifold X and that the deck transformation y : X - X 
preserves the orientation on X. 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that X is oriented. 
(9 Let w E R’(_%) c Q*(k)'. Th en g2w = g*w. ConseguerAy an even (odd) form 
on X defines cm even (odd) current on X. 
(2a) Let w be urr I$, form err X. Then p,(p*w) = w in R*(X)‘. 
(2b) Let w be an L:O,O(V)-twisted form on X. Then j%(W) = w in fl*(X,O(V))‘. 
(3) Let w E W(k) and S E P(k)‘. Then g*(w A 5’) = g*w A g,S. 
(4) Let w, 17 be U(V)-t wisted forms on X. Then p*(w A 11) = ij A Fj. 
(5) Let w be an O(V)-twisted form on X and S un odd current on _%. Then 
p,(i.&lS) = WA&(S). 
Now we are in a position to define the divisor of a section of a nonorientable bundle 
V over an oriented manifold X. Let p : X 
and let v - 2 be the pullback of V 
+ X denote the double cover Or(V) z X 
-+X.Nowthelift~=~opof~fromVtoVis 
also atomic. Since the pullback, S*(e), of the solid angle kernel is an odd LiO, form on 
_? and odd forms define odd currents on x (Lemma 3.3(l)), the divisor of ji is an odd 
current on X . 
g* Div(@) = - Div(p). 
We define the divisor of ~1 to be the corresponding distributional section 
(3.4) 
Div(p) := jS* Div(jI) E s2*(X, 0( V))‘. 
Next w,e consjder the case that V and X are nonorientable and that O(V) = O(TX). 
Let p : X -+ X be the oriented double cover of X. Since the deck transformation 
g:E -t X reverses orientation on i we have that gLti = -g*w for all forms ti E 
n*(x) C n*(k)/. C onsequently even (odd) forms on X define odd (even) currents. 
Therefore the divisor of ji is an even current on i, 
g* Div(p) = Div($, 
and so we define the divisor of p to be the usual current pushforward (with a factor of 
a half) of the divisor of p, 
Div(p) := p, Div(@). 
Note that in this case Div(p) is a current on X. Similarly we could define Div(p) E 
fl*(X,U(V))’ when V is orientable over a nonorientable manifold X or when both V 
and X are nonorientable and U(V) # @TX). 
Harvey and Semmes [5, Sect. 41 have examined the geometric structure of the divisor 
of an atomic section p of an oriented bundle over an oriented manifold. Their first result 
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in this direction is the following proposition. Let 2 = Zero(/L) and let 
RegZ={zEXIZ is a codilnension m Lipschitz subrnanifold near CC} 
denote the set of regular points of 2 and Sing Z = 2 - Reg 2 the set of singular points.. 
IProposition 3.5, [5, Sect. 4.31 Let /I be cm utornic section of V -+ X. .Suppose tht 
eith- 
(1) V and X are both oriented or 
(2) V and X are both nonorientable and 0(V) = O(TX). 
Let {Z,} be the J arnily of connected components of Reg Z wllicll are orientable. The,rz 
ure can choose un orientation on Z, and integers rlj > 0 so that 
DW) = C nj [Zjl as currents on X - Sing Z. 
Example 3.6. Let V be a nonorientable bundle over an oriented manifold X and let 
V be the pullback of V over itself. Then by Lenlrna 1.2, 0(TV) = n*C?(Vj = (3(V), 
and the divisor of the tautological section c : If -+ V is the current Div( c) = [X] on &’ 
Example 3,7. Let X be a nonorientable cornpact manifold and consider the ba.n- 
gent bundle TX + .Y. Let p be an atonlic vector field on X with isolated zero set 
{a,..., 2~). Hy Proposition 3.5 there are integers Tlj such that 
Div(p) = 5 nj [zj] on X. 
j=l 
Note that the integer r&j is the well defined multiplicity of vanishing of the vector field 
p at .zj” 
111 the case that V is a nonorientable bundle over an orientable nlanifold the divisor 
of an atomic section can have support on the nonorientable conlponents of the zero 
set z. 
Proposition 3.8. Let p be an atomic section of (I nonorientable bundle V over an 
orientable manifold X. Suppose that the zero set Z of p is a connected regular sub- 
manifold of X e 
(1) If Z is orientable then either Div(p) = 0 or there is a neighbourhood e/ of Z ZIL 
X so that V --+ U is orientable. Choose an orientation on Z. Then, for either choace 
of orientation on V over U, there is an integer n > 0 such that 
Div(/l) = n[Z] 
under the identification between n*(U, U( V))’ and f2*( U)‘. 
(2) 1J Z is nonoricntable then either Div(p) = 0 or C?(TZ) = 0(V)Iz and there is 
an integer n so that 
Div(/L) = n[Z] in R*(X, 0( V))‘. 
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Here the distributional section [Z] E fl*(X,O(V)) is defined by restricting un U(V)- 
twisted form to Z and integrating the resulting density over 2’. 
Example 3.9. Let X be a nonorientable manifold and consider the pullback, TX - 
TX, of the tangent bundle over itself. Recall that the total space of the tangent bundle 
is an oriented manifold (cf. Lemma 2.8). Then the divisor of the tautological section c 
of TX is 
Div(c) = [X] in R*( TX, 0( TX))‘. 
Example 3.10. Let L --+ P(R4) be the (nonorientable) tautological line bundle over the 
oriented real projective space JP(rW4). Recall that sections of L are in l-l correspondence 
with homogeneous functions of degree -1 on Iw 4. Let p be the atomic section of L 
defined by the function 
The zero set of p is the nonorientable connected submanifold P(IIs3) of P(Iw4). Then by 
Lemma 2.11(l) 0(TlP(IlQ3)) = O(L) 011 IP(R3) and Div(p) = [P(R3)] in R*(IP(IW4), 0(e))‘. 
Proof of Proposition 3.8. Let p : _? --+ Xdenote the double cover O(V) - X and 
let 2 = p-‘(Z). Suppose that Div(p) # 0. 
(1) Either choice of orientation on 2 induces an orientation on Z and since the 
restriction of the deck transformation g : X - _F to Z is orientation preserving we 
know that 
g*[Z] = [Z] 011 x. (3.11) 
On the other hand by (3.4), 
g* Div(F) = - Div(F) on X. (3.12) 
Now if 2 were connected then Div(p) = r~[a in which case (3.11) and (3.12) would 
force n = 0, a contradiction. Consequently 2 must have two connected components 
which implies that the bundle V + 2 is orientable. Finally we can use the tubular 
neighbourhood theorem to find an open set U c X containing 2 so that V is orientable 
over U. 
p) If 2 is nonorientable then Div(fi) = 0 and so Div(p) = 0. On the other hand 
if 2 is orientable then (3(TZl= O(a/)l,. Th e result now follows by pushing the odd 
current equation Div(fi) = 7~[2] on X dow_n to X via & and checking that [Z] = &[z] 
(independent of choice of orientation on 2). q 
Next we recall the notion of atomicity with respect to the zero section of a bundle, 
as discussed in [7]. 
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Definition 3.13. Let p : V --) X be a smooth real rank nx vector bundle and hl a 
smooth ma.nifold. Let f : A4 + V be a sn~ooth map and let V -+ A4 be the pullback of 
v - X via ~0 f. Suppose that O(V) 2 O(TM). 
(1) The map f is called ntomic with mzspect to X if the induced section 7 of V - ,2f 
is atomic. 
(2) Then the diuisy of f with respect to X, DivX(f), is defiued to be the divisor Iof 
the induced section f of V - h4. 
Note. The divisor of f with respect to X is a current on M which is supported on 
the subset f-‘(X). 
Finally we are in a position to define the zero and pole divisors of a section v : X + 
P(B pi V). From here on we assume that V is an oriented bundle over a manifold X. 
Unless otherwise noted we make no orientability assumptions 011 .Y. 
Definition 3.14. A smooth section v : A’ -+ IP(&cb c’) is called utomic if the following 
two conditions hold: 
(1) The induced section v : X - P -+ L’ is atomic. 
(2) P has Lebesgue measure zero in X. 
Definition 3.15. Let v be an atomic section of the bundle iP(&@ V) + X. Suppo~ 
that u*U Z O(7’X). 
(1) The zero divisor, Diva(V), of v is defined to be the extension from X - P to all 
of X of the divisor of the induced section v : X - I’ + V. 
(2) Th p I 1’ e 0 e (2uzso?‘, Div,(Y), of y is defined to be the extension from .X - Z to all 
of X of the divisor with respect to F’(V) of the induced mapping I/ : X - Z -+ 1,“. 
Remark 3,16, (1) Using the orientation on V the orientation bundle 0 can be trivi- 
alized over the chart V c IP@e, V) defined by (2.1). Then since the restriction of v to 
X - R defines a section of V we conclude that X - P is orientable. Consequently the 
zero divisor, Diva(v), is a well defined current on X. 
(2) Since the orientation bundle of the pullback of L* to X - Z via v is equivalent to 
the orientation bundle of X the pole divisor, Diva(v), is a well defined current OII X. 
Remark 3.17, In a neighbourhood N of a point p E P the atomic section v : ,Y - 
z --+ L* is given by an atomic function t : II --+ R. The atomicity of 1 implies that 
t/It1 E LEJX) and the divisor oft is the current Div(t) := d (it/ltl) on X. III particular 
(cf. Proposition 3.5) if we let {P;} d enote the orientable connected components of Iteg P 
then we can choose an orientation on each 1’; so that Div,(v) = C[P;] 011 X - Sing .P. 
Remark 3.18. Suppose that X is orientable. 
(1) If the rank of V is even, then P@CE V) is nonorientable and the pole divisor of 
the tautological section c : IP’(I&@ V) ----) II!@@ V) is the current of integration over the 
orientable manifold F’(V), Div,(c) = [p(V)]. 
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(2) If the rank of V is odd then JP@ 63 V) is orientable and 0 g o(?‘P(& $ V)). 
Nevertheless we can still define DivW(c) and [P(V)] as distributional sections of 
R*(lF@@ V),O) and check that DivW(c) = [P(V)]. 
Example 3.19. Examples of sections v : X + P(l&@ V) for which PC? g 0(TX) can 
be constructed as follows. 
(1) Suppose that X is orientable and let p : S(I& $ V) -+ IP@ CB V) be the usual 
projection map. Then for any map V : X -+ S(IlJ@ V), the pullback of 0 via v := p o P 
is trivial. For instance any map F : IRZk + lRZn+’ which is homogeneous of even degree 
defines a map V : iRP2”-’ + S2”. 
(2) Suppose that v : RIP --* RIP is homotopic to the identity map. Then v*0 Z U. 
Many homogeneous functions F : IIRn+l --) IRn+’ of odd degree give rise to such maps. 
To show that a particular F gives rise to such a v we just need to show that for 
each t E [0, l] the map Gt(z) := tF(x) t (1 - t)z has no zeros on the unit sphere. 
In that case gt(z) := [Gt(z)] is a homotopy between v and the identity. For example 
&(zo, . . . ,2,,) = (zik+l,. . . , xi”+‘) gives rise to such a map. 
4, The even rank case 
In this section we compute and study the &characteristic current at time infinity 
of an atomic section v : X ----) P(l&@ V) in the case that the rank of V is even. Let 
0 := 0(TlP(&c~ V)) Z O(U). Throughout this section we assume that v*U z O(TX) 
and that the invariant popomial q5 is of the form 4 = X $@I,. . . ,pn). This ensures 
that the smooth family q5( D,) which approximates the $-characteristic current actually 
defines a family of currents on X (see Corollary 2.14). 
Let V - V be the pullback of V - X and let e be a positively oriented orthonormal 
local frame for V. Let n = (111,. . , urn) be the local fibre coordinate on V defined by 
c = ue, where c : V + V is the tautological section. Let t be the global coordinate on 
&. Let w” be a smooth U-twisted form on iP(I&@ V) and let uodd be the corresponding 
smooth odd form on (I&$ V) - X (cf. (3.1)). The restriction of &’ to V c iP(liJ@ V) 
(cf. (2.1)) d e fi nes a bona fide form w on V (see Remark 2.7 and use the frame y*(e) 
for Ul over V defined by (2.6)). Th en if W(U) denotes the expression for w in terms of 
U, the expression for wodd in terms of the local coordinate (t, U) on B $ V is 
wodc’(t,u) = i-(F). 
Now let T$ denote the U-twisted transgression form 011 IP@@ V) defined by 4 
(cf. Corollary 2.14). H arvey and Lawson derived the following local formula for the 
corresponding form Tr+ on V. Set (~1~ := UU~, Du := du+uwv and Dut := dut-tivut. 
Then 
XC 
TT,s = 4 J ( utDu Dutu Xr p- - --y--q- ; 44 > dx9 
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where xS = 1 - S/Jjqq2 and 
A(x) := flv - x ($n,+n,$)+2x(1-;) (Jpg2. 
Either by direct calculation or using the analogue of [7, Eemlla 2.301 we have that 
odd _ 
Xcltl 
T J ( utDu -- T,S - i Xrlt, @ 1?q2 F; A(x) dx. IL 2 > 
ulilert 
1 
T2a,o(u) = J ( U’DU -- 0 d, 14* $; A(x) dx, I (4.2) 
(3) Let v be a91 atmnic section of IF’@ $ V) - X. Then Too,0 := lim,_,,T,_,j v*T$ 
co9iwlge.s i91 L,‘O,( X, v’c)). 
Proof. The proof follows along the same lines as that of [7, Prop. 3.11. 0 
Note. Since the antipodal map on S(EJ (4 V) is orientation reversing odd forms on 
,S(&@V) d e fi ne even currents. In particular the current Tgi is even and its current 
’ pushforward to IP@@ V) is the O-twisted LB, form Tz,o. 
Theorem 4.3. (1) The limit as r -+ DC, and s - 0 of the equation dT:fd = 4( DCfL,r j - 
4(Dp,s ) between odd smooth forms on S’(I&@ V) is the even curreat equation 
dT;_ji = 6 I + [S(V)] (-zTm,o(u)) - @(Dv) ([-x+1+ [X-l, (3.1) 
096 S(I&I;B V). Here [X&l := ($*)*[X], where 
Q*(v) := ~-+l’D) 
maps v to S@@? V). 
(2) The limit us T -+ co md s - 0 of the equation dTJy3, = +( DLlLT7) - q5( D,,,,,) 
between smooth O-twisted for7ns 091 IPfI&@ V) is the current eyuution 
dTzo = P* i I + P(V)1 (-2Tm,o(u)) - li,(Dv)W ( > 
(d.5) 
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on lP@ $ V). Here p : S(l&L ~33 V) -) lP@@ V) . tl 2s 2e covering map und p*(t/ltl) is the 
current on lF@@ V) corresponding to the odd L,TC form t/(tl on S(I&@ V) (cf. (3.2)). 
Furthermore the characteristic currents, b(( Do)) := lim,,c 4( DUl,s) at time zero and 
4(( Dw)) := lirn,,, q5(DU~,,) at time infinity, ezist on P’(&@ V) and equal 
4((Do)) = ti(Dv) [Xl 
and 
+Vm)) = p*(i) 4( Dv) + W’)I (-27&o(u)). 
Note that 
dT2.o = ~(Doo)) - ~((Do)) on P(l& $ V). 
(44 
Remark 4.7. Harvey and Lawson define the residue form at time zero by 
Rese(4) := - J ?r_I Lob4 =-~*rw,o(u), 
where K : S(V) --+ X is the natural projection. We can define the residue form at time 
infinity in a similar manner, just as in the complex case (see [7, Sect. 3.51). Recall 
that P(&@ V) - X is the total space of the real line bundle L* + P(V). (cf. (2.13)). 
Choose a metric on L’ and let K : S(L*) + P(V) be the unit SO-bundle of L*. Since 
0 2 O(TS(L*)), T:,, is a smooth O(TS(L*))-twisted form on S(L*) and so defines a 
current. The residue form at infinity on P(V) is defined to be the current pushforward 
ResQ3(d) := - x*T~,~ 011 P(V). 
Note that Resm(d) is a bona fide smooth odd degree form on the oriented manifold 
P(V). In fact it is easy to see that 
Res,(+) = -~T,,o(u) on P(V). 
Just as in the complex case (see [7, Sect. 41) we can prove that 
J R=,(4)= Reso(4) on X P(V) 
and that 
F@,(4) = J wu4 on W9, n--1 
where A : P@@ V) N X ---* P(V). It is an interesting exercise to check directly, using 
the definition of the transgression, that s,_l 4(DU~) = -22&u(u). 
Remark 4.8. The most interesting case is when the invariant polynomial is the Pfaf- 
fian, 4 = X. In that case the form T,,o(u) is the spherical kernel cr which (see [I]) is 
given by 
1 
n-1 
aX = - 
lrn c 
(-l)n-pp! 
p=. 01 - p - l)! (2p + l)! 22n-2p-1 
(uc)(D~e)2P0+1 (etRve)n-P-~ 
lv12p+2 
9 
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where e is a positively oriented orthonormal local frame for V and X := ~1 A . . .AZ?~. 
In particular the restriction of Res,(x) = -2a to the fibres P(Iw~“) of P(V) is the 
normalized volume form 
Redx)lP(v)* = vol p;a2n) 0. 
Here @ denotes the solid angle kernel (see (1.3)). Note that if the background connec- 
tion DL, is flat then d R.es,(x) = 0 and 
da” = [P(V)] Res,(x) - [X] 011 lP(&@ V). 
In particular when X is a point 
da” = [P(R2”)] Vol - [0] 011 lP(R@ l!cy 
where Vol is the normalized volume form on lP(llQ2n). 
Remark 4.9. In the complex case (see [7, Sect. 3.71) the Cl lern current at time infinity _ 
has some nice structure. A complex vector bundle F -+ X is compactifed by embedding 
it, in the bundle of complex projective spaces lF(: @ F) - S. The residue a.t time 
infinity, ResCM(4), is a d-closed even degree form supported on spatial infinity P(F). 
Its cohomology class can be computed in terms of the Chern classes of F - X a.n(I 
L + lP( F) where L is the tautological line bundle. Furthermore in the universal case 
the Chern current is a d-closed flat current on LP(:@ F) which can be expressed as the 
sum of a singular term, Rest,(4) [P(F)], supported at spatial infinity and an absolutely 
continuous LiOC term, I, (which happens to be Cm). The main point here is tha!, 
the absolutely continuous and singular terms are both d-closed. 
On the other hand in the real case the residue at time infinity is the odd degree forar 
-2T,,o( U) on P(V) which is not d-closed. In fact 
d Res,(d) = -24( Dv) 011 P(V). 
The characteristic current at time infinity is the d-closed current given by (4.6). It splits 
as the sum of a sing&r term and an L:OC term. However neither piece is d-closed in 
general. In fact 
WW’)l R-&#4 = PVW#VV) = -d(p*(&) WV)) 
which is zero only in the flat case. It is interesting to observe that the nonorientability 
of IP(l& @ V) implies that the LiO, part of 4(( D,)) is not d-closed, while the fact that 
IP( V) is codimension 1 implies that the residue is the odd degree form -2T,,o( u)? which 
also fails to be d-closed. 
Theorem 4.10. Let V be art oriented bundle over a manifold X, Let 11 : X -+ P(~cf: 
V) be an atomic section and 
and d(Ti,.) be the 
suppose that ~‘0 E C?(TX). Set q5 = x$(pl,. . ~ ,pn) 
and let T,,, corresponding smooth @TX)- twisted transgresion arid 
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characteristic forms on X (cf. Corollary 2.14). Then the current limit as r ---) 00 and 
s + 0 of the equation 
dTr,, = 4(&) - @,) 
between smooth O(TX)- t wisted forms on X is the current equation 
dT,,a = u* $( D~)tDiv,(v)(--2~*T~,o(~)) 
-$(h)Divo(v) on X. 
(4.11) 
Furthermore the characteristic currents exist and equal 
and 
GWO)) = WV) DW4 
4((&4) = v* (P*( 6)) WV) + D&&4 C-2~*Tm,&>>. 
Remark 4.12. Suppose that V = &27L is trivial and +J = X. Then (4.11) reduces to 
dT,,o = “L Divoo(v) v*O - Diva(v) on X, 
Y2n-1 
where yzn-l = Vol(S2”-’ ) and 0 is the volume form on p(Iw2m) which pulls back to 
the solid angle kernel on IW2n - (0). Suppose further that dim(X) = 271, that the zero 
set consists of isolated points {zj} and that Sing P = 0. Let {P;) denote the connected 
components of P which are orientable. Then, by Proposition 3.5 and Remark 3.17, 
there exist integers nj so that 
dT,,o = 2 - C[Pi] v*O - C nj[zj] on X. 
Y?n-1 1 j 
(4.13) 
Also, by Remark 3.16, X - P is orientable. In (4.13) we have chosen the orientation 
on X - P which is compatible with the standard one on the chart IW2n c iP(IR $ IR2n) 
defined by (2.1). Th is induces an orientation on dX c X - P and on each of the the 
spheres aB(z;) c X - P described in Corollary 4.14 below. 
Letting each current in (4.13) act on the test function [Xl, we have the following 
result _ 
Corollary 4.14. Let X be a compact 2ndimensional manifold with boundary 8X. 
Let j : X * IP(IL% $ lRZn) be a smooth map. Suppose that 6’0 E O(TX). Suppose 
that f vanishes algebraically and that its zero set consists of a finite number of points, 
2 = {z,,..., ZN}. Suppose (for the sake ofsimplicity) that the pole set P = j-‘(IF’(IR”~)) 
is a smooth oriented connected (271 - I)-dimensional submanifold of X and that (2 u 
P) n dX = 0. Then 
5 Mult(f, .q) - Deg(f]p) = Wind(f,dX). 
i=l 
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Here Deg(flp) is t/w degree of the map f : P --t IP(JRzrL). Let a : lR21L - (0) -t P-’ br, 
the radial projection onto the unit sphere. Then Mult(f,.z;) := Deg(n o f : ifIB - 
S2”-‘) where B(Zi) is a ball about q not containing any other points of Z U Y. Finahy 
the winding number, Wind(f, ax), of f around 8X is defined to be the sum of th: 
degrees of the induced maps from the various connected components of dX to the unit 
sphere in R27L Z IF(IR @ RzVL) - IP(lR2n). 
Remark 4.15. In a similar fashion we can use (4.13) to prove the theorem stated in 
the introduction concerning maps into the sphere S 2n. The case n = 1 is particularly 
interesting since S2 G CP’ and the argument principle for maps f : X --+ CIP’ states 
that 
#S - #N = W, (4.16) 
where the winding number W is the degree of the induced map from dX to the unit 
circle in C 2 CIF’ - {N}. In particular, for a compact oriented surface without bound- 
ary, 
#N = #S = Deg(fl& 
.4ctually (4.16) holds for maps from an n-manifold X to 5’“. This is because the solid 
angle kernel is invariant under the transition function v(z) = z/lz12 for the two charts 
on S” given by stereographic projection from the north and south poles to the equatorial 
plane. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. (1) We explicitly compute dT$t;f in a system of positively ori- 
ented charts for S(l&@V) using the expression for dT, 0 Odd given in Proposition 4.1. Orient 
S(BB V) - X using the standard orientation inherited from V --+ X. Let rn = rank V 
Then the following system of charts is a positively oriented system of charts for S(l&@V) 
whose restriction to S(V) forms a positively oriented system of charts for S(V), For 
each positively oriented orthonormal local frame e for V the charts are defined by 
r$ := $/Iv?1 : lRm -) S( R $ IV), where 9: : Et”’ -+ R ~q Ikm are given by 
&“l ,...,‘llm) = (fL*%,u2,...,hl), 
$q(t, Ul, * *. ,%7&-l> = (-t,fl,~:Ul,uZ,.~.ru,-l), 
$j(t,u1, m *.,%--1) = (-t,~~l,~2,...,~2j-l,~~,~2j,.~.r~,-l)9 
vfJ+, 0, Ul, * * .Y h-1) = (-t,f~l,~2,...,~23,fl,~2j+l,.~.~u01-l)~ 
Let !? denote the local expression on B $ E” of the pullback of T&$ to & $ V. Let 
T,,,(u) be given by (4.2) and note that by Theorem 1.9 
dC+o(u) = I - $Pv) [Xl on Ezn. (4.17) 
Then in the chart ti,‘, (9: )*?. = T,,u(u) and so on the image of $,‘, 
dCZ$ = d(~~)*(~o+)*~ = (ti,+)t dToo,o(u) = &Jv) - ti(Dv) [X,] 
by (4.17) and the definition of [X+1, as required. 
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As for the chart $;, let ~I(u~, . . . ,u,,) = (-~2 ~2,. . . ,uln) and note that, since 77 is 
orientation reversing, +w = -?j*w. Then (&)*T = +T,,u(u) and so 
cl(QT = 71, ~%0.0(~) = r/*@$) - $(Dv) rI*[X] 
= -6(Dv) - ti(&)[X]. 
Taking (T,&)* of both sides gives 
cUodd = -4(Dv) - $(I&/) [X-J, C‘0 
as required. 
Finally let 9 = +$ where b > 0. Then p*? = -t/It] . y~*T,,~(zl) and so 
d(p*T) = [t = 019’(-2KQ,o(~)) - i 4(&J) 
by (4.17). Taking r+!~+ gives 
dT&$ = [S(V)](-2%,0(u)) + ; I 
since r+!~*[t = 0] = [S(V)], as required. 
(2) To prove (4.5) we push (4.4) forward by p : S(E@V) ---) IP@cBV) using Lemma 3.3. 
The rest of the proof follows along the same lines as the proof of [7, Theorem 3.71. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.10. Since ~‘0 Z O(TX), the pullback of the O-twisted trans- 
gression form Tts 011 IF@@ V) to X via Y defines a current TTls on X. By Proposition 
4.1 Tr,s + Too,0 in L:,,(X). Now compute dT w,~ just as in the previous proof using the 
pullbacks of the charts r,/$0 Cl 
5. The odd rank case 
Let K : V --) X be an oriented real Riemannian vector bundle of odd rank m = 2n- % 
over an oriented manifold. Harvey and Lawson defined a family of Thorn forms a, on V 
associated with a metric compatible connection Dv* These forms have all the properties 
of the Thorn forms defined in the even rank case (see Remark 1.10). They also showed 
that the forms T, on V extend smoothly to all of the orientable manifold IP(&$ V). 
The main aim of this section is to compute the Euler current clt time infinity of an 
atomic section Y : X + P@ $ V), which is defined by roe := lim,,, VETS on X. We 
begin by recalling Harvey and Lawson’s definition of the Thorn forms. Note that since 
the Chern-Euler form of a connection on an odd rank bundle is zero the construction 
of the Thorn forms is somewhat different in this case. 
Befin$ion 5.1. [3, Ch. IV, 2.11 F ix a metric compatible connection Dv on V and 
equip V := & $ V with the direct smn metric and metric connection. Let a be the 
spherical potential for the even rank 2n bundle P (see (Remark (4.82). Fix s > 0. First 
restrict -2; as a differential form to the affine subbundle {s} x V c V. Second pullback 
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to V using the obvious identification of {s} x V with V. The Thonl form ~~ is defined 
to be the resulting smooth (2n - 1)-form on V. 
To calculate the Euler currents we seek a smooth family of approximate spherical 
potentials u~,~ satisfying the “transgression9’ formula dur,s = TV - r, on iF(I&@ V). 
Definition 5.2. [3, Ch. IV, 2.31 Let eo denote the global frame 1 for E. Fix 0 < s .< 
T < 00. Let IRr,S denote the submanifold with boundary IR,,, = (tea 1 s < t < T}, and let 
P,,s : I&,, @ V -+ V be the natural projection. The approximute spherical pote&ial a,,, 
on V is defined by the fibre integral 
up+ := -2 
J 
a = -2(pr,,)*& (5.3) 
P,!(V) 
Lemma 5,4. The approximate spherical potentials u,,, have the following properties. 
(1) u~,~ is a smooth (211 - 2)-form on V. 
(2) u~,~ has u smooth extension to the compactification I?(&@ V) of V, and 
(3) du,,s = rr - TV on I@@ V). 
Proof. (1) Let (s,u) = (s,uI,. . . , u2,+l) be local fibre variables on I&BV corresponding 
to a positively oriented orthon~rmal local frame (eo, e) = (eo, el,. . . , ezn_l) for E&i V. 
Let X = el A.. . A ezn-l and X = eo A X be unit volume elements for V and g @ V 
respectively. Harvey and Lawson [3, Ch. IV, 2.6) h ave shown that the spherical potential 
G on l&@V is given by 
n-1 
2x = -Ix’ K,, p (se0 + ue)(dseo + Due)2p+1 (etQve)n-P_’ (I?@ + @+I 9 
?I=0 
where 
K,,, = 
(-l)n-P P! 
K7” (n - p - l)! (2p + l)! 22n-2p-1 ’ 
So by (5.3), 
n-l 
(5.5) 
&i = c 21r’,,, (4(~42p r I4 2p+‘dseo 
p=o 
Iup+’ (et%feYP-’ 1 (I42 + s2)p+1 
(5.6) 
p=o 
which is smooth on V 
(2) To show that ur+ extends to a smooth form on J!flF!&V) we just need to show that 
the expression (u,.,~)Hc for u r,S in the local homogeneous coordinate (t, U) corresponding 
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to the fibre variable ‘u. is smooth in t at t = 0. Replacing 
that (ue)2 = 0 we obtain the following expression for ur,s 
u by u/t in (5.6) and noting 
in homogeneous coordinates. 
n-l ue 
(~,+)HcX = C 2K,,, 
cc 
p=o 
t2p+’ 
X 
P+l 
n-l 
= 
c 
2K,,, 
zLe(Due)2p 
rtlbl 
I4 2p+l p=a 
stlbl 
(5.7) 
To see that (u,,~)Hc is a smooth function of t note that 
(r? -t7;,,12y+1 - (222 +g?#)P+l 
is a smooth function of t since T,S > 0 and t and u are not simultaneously zero. 
(3) Finally, all the terms in the equation dur+ = 77 - rS are smooth and since the 
equation is valid on the open dense chart V c IP(l& $ V)-apply Stokes theorem to 
the fibre I&,*, of pT,s -it is valid on all of IF’@@ V). Cl 
Proposition 5.8. Let ur+ := u*(u~*,) denote the pullback to X of the approximate 
spherical potential u,,, by un atomic section v ofP@$V) + X. Then the approximate 
potentials UT+ converge to the spherical kernel crW,o in L:O,(X) as r + 00 and s -+ 0. 
Let [t, u] be the local coordinute expression for v defined with respect to a positively 
oriented orthonormal local frame e for V by u = [t, ue]. Then the spherical kernel is 
given by 
where 
’ 
aX = -2(n - l)! 
(-$)n-‘E (e’five- i!f.E$?)nm’e (5.10) 
Note. The spherical kernel u on V - X was defined by Chern [a]. In the universal 
case the spherical kernel U~,O is a bona fide L iO, form on IP(&@ V). However its factors 
t/It/ and c are Q-twisted r/t,, forms where 0 := 0(U). This corresponds to the fact 
that P(V) is a nonorientable submanifold of the orientable manifold P@ $ V). Note 
that in the trivial case d = -l/y2,_2 0 where 0 is the pullback to IW2+l of the volume 
form on the unit sphere S2n-2 and 79,+2 = V01(5’~“-~). 
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Proof. Since v is atomic, we know that ZU P has Lebesgue measure zero in X and so 
cr, s - O,,O a.e. on X as T - 00 and s -+ 0. Also by (5.7) lo,,,1 < Icoo,ol a.e. on IF’(EJ&,V). 
So to prove that (T,.,, --+ O,,O in Z&(X) it suffices to prove that grn,O E I&,,(X). To do 
this we replace u by u/t in (5.5) to obtain 
which defines an Llbc(X) form since P = {t = 0} has measure zero and ~u~/Iu~~P E 
LiO,(X) for p < TL- 1 by the atomicity of v. Finally (5.10) is obtained from (5.11) using 
[3, Ch. IV, ‘U-91. 0 
When its rank is one V, being oriented, is the trivial bundle Jj and we study atomic 
maps f : X -+ RIID’. The zero and pole divisors of f are the extensions to all of X 
of the induced functions from X - P and X - 2 to Iw. In particular they are bot,h 
codimension 1 currents on X. 
Theorem 5.12. Let f : X -+ IIW be atomic. Let {Zj} and {P;) denote the orientable 
connected components of Reg Z and Reg P. Then we cm choose orientations on iT3 
and Pi SO that 
on X N Sing(2 u P) (5.13) 
i j 
is the current limit of the smooth “transgressiorz)’ formula do,,, = r, - ~~ on X 
Note. Pairing the currents in (5.13) with the test function [a,b] on X = IR yields the 
signurn principle discussed in the introduction. 
Proof. We compute dc,,o using the system of positively oriented charts $0(u) = 
[l,~] and @l(t) = [t,-l] for EJ@‘. Write f = [t,u]. Now by Proposition 5.6 cm,0 = 
-g/It1 u/lul. On x - P we set t = 1 to get coo,0 = -~u/[u[ so that da,,o = 
-Div(u) = -Diva(V), while on X - 2 we set ‘u = -1 so that da,,0 = Div(t) = 
Div,,(V). Combining these two equations proves the theorem. 0 
Next we define the residue density and the Euler currents in the universal case. 
Definition 5.14. The residue density, Res E R 2’“-2(p(V),0), is defined to be the 
O-twisted form on p(V) corresponding to the odd form -2a on S(V) (see (3.1)). 
Note. Recall that 0 is the orientation bundle of the tautological bundle U -+ p(~&eV) 
and that the restriction of U to LID(V) is the tautological bundle L + p(V). 
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Theorem 5.15. (1) The limit as r 4 co and s + 0 of the equation du,,, = rr - rs 
between smooth forms on S@CB V) is the current equution 
dbr,s = -2a [SC VI - [X+1 - WI on S@ B, V), (5.16) 
where [X*]is defined as in Theorem 4.3 and u is given by (5.10). 
(2) The limit as r + co and s -* 0 of the equation da,,, = r, - r, between smooth 
jorms on IF@ $ V) is the current equation 
do,,0 = Res P(V)1 - [Xl on P(Iw@ V), (5.17) 
where [P(V)] is the distributional section o~Q*(IP(I&cBV), (3) which integrates o-twisted 
forms over the nonorientable manifold P(V). In particular the Euler currents are given 
by 
ro = [Xl and T o. = Res [P(V)]. 
Proof. (1) The proof is exactly the same as that of Theorem 4.3(l) except that (4.17) 
is replaced by da,,o(u) = -[Xl. 
(2) To prove (5.17) we push (5.16) forward by p : ,!?(I&@ V) + P(I&@ V). Note that 
p,(-2a[S(V)]) = Res &((S(V)]) =: Res(llr(V)], by Lemma 3.3(5). 
Remark 5.18. Just as in the even rank case we can pullback (5.16) using an atomic 
function f : X -+ SZn-l and pair the resulting current equation on X with the test 
function [X] to obtain the theorem stated in the introduction. 
Definition 5.19. Let v : X -, IID@@ V) be atomic. Let L” denote the pullback to 
X - 2 of the dual of the tautological bundle L + P(V) via the induced map from X - 2 
to P(V). Note that L” may be nonorientable. The pole divisor, Div,(v), is defined to 
be the extension to all of X of the divisor of the induced section v : X N ..Z -) L’. In 
particular Div,(v) E fll(X,v*O)‘, where (3 := U(U). 
Note. See Propositions 3.5 and 3.8 for some results concerning the geometric structure 
of the pole divisor. In particular, if u*0 z l&, the pole divisor can have support on the 
nonorientable components of the pole set. 
Let f : X + Y be a smooth map. We can use the local description of o-twisted forms 
given in Remark 2.7 to pullback o-twisted forms on Y to f*Gtwisted forms on X. 
Definition 5.20. Let u be a smooth section of IP@@ V) --) X, and let p : IP(ILJ@ V) N 
X + P(V) be the natural projection. The residue density, v* Res, is defined to be the 
y*(?-twisted form 
u* Res := (p o v)* Res on X 
where Res E 522n-2(P(V),0) is given by (5.14). 
Finally we are in a position to state and prove the main theorem of this section. 
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Theorem 5.21. Let V be ~91 odd ra9zk orielzted real vector bundle over an oriented 
manifold X, and let u be an ato9nic section of F(IkJ@ V) --t X. The91 the Euler currents 
at time zero and tirne infinity exist on X and are given by 
r. = Divo(l/) and rcu = u* Res Diva3(u). 
Furthermore the current equation 
do,,o = v* Res DivOO(V) - Dive(v) 011 x (5.22) 
is the current li9nit of the srnooth “transgression” for9nula dor,s = r,. - T, on X. 
Corollary 5.23. Let X be a compact orie9zted (2n - 1)-dirnensional 9na9aifold with 
boundary dX and let f : X - F’ R$RZn-‘) be a smooth map. Suppose that f va9zishes ( 
algebraically and that its zero set consists of a finite number of points, Z = { 21, ~ _ I, ZN}. 
Suppose (for the sake of simplicity) that the pole set P = f-‘(~(R2n-‘)) as a snlooth 
connected (211- 2)-dimensional submanifold of X and that (2 u P) II dX = 0, The91 
2 Mult(f,z;) - Deg(flp) = Wind(f,dX)” 
i=l 
Here Mult( f, z;) and Wind( f,aX) are defined just as in Theorern 4.14. However the 
defi9sition of Deg f Ip needs to be modified to account for the fact that JJD(IR*~-~) is not 
orientable (see below). 
Definition 5.24. Suppose that v*CJ Z 0(TP). Let p : p + P be the oriented double 
cover_of P,: Then the mapping f : P + IF’(Iw 2n-1) lifts to a unique orientation preserving 
map f : P -, S(IW*+‘) and 
Deg( f ]p) := 0. 
we define Deg(flp) := Deg(f(,-). If v*U 2 O(TP) set 
Proof of Corollary 5.23. As usual we pair the current equation 
df*(a,,o) = Divoo(f) f* Res - Dive(f) on X 
with the test fuction [Xl. We just need to check that (Divm(f) f* Res , 1) = Deg( f Ip). 
Suppose that P is orientable. If ~‘(3 z & in a neighbourhood_of c then, by Propo- 
sition 3.8(l), DivM(f) = 0 as required. If ~“(3 1 B near P let f : P -) S*“-* be the 
orientation preserving map coverin_g f : P + R1*‘+*. Here p : p -, P is the trivial 2-1 
cover. Then Divoo(f) = p*(Divclo(f)) = p,[P] = [P] and (f* Res)Odd = 7*(-20). So 
(Divoo(f) f*Res, 1) = (pl(Div,(j)(f*Res)odd), 1) 
= $(Divos(f), 7*(-20)) 
= (f*[F], 4) 
= Deg(&) = Deg(fl& 
as required _ 
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Next suppose that P is nonorientable and let 
If v,*0 2 O(TP) then, by Proposition 3.8(2), 
f : P - SZn-* be the orientation preserving map 
?; -, P be the oriented double cover. 
DivOO(f) = 0. If u*# 2 O(TP) let 
covering f. Now proceed as above. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.21. First we prove (5.22). Consider the induced section v : X - 
P- V and note that ~~,u = (T on X - P . Now u is a homogeneous form of degree 
< m - 1 in the fibre differentials which is d-closed on X - 2 and has residue -1 (see 
[3, Ch. IV, 2.5(s)]). So by tl re g eneral Residue Theorem 1.10 of [3, Ch. III] 
da,,0 = - Divu(v) on X - PO 
To check (5.22) on Y := X - 2 we proceed as follows. On IF@@ V) - X, $/It1 and 
Res are O-twisted forms and the product u,,u = it/It1 Res is a bona fide LiOc form. 
Pulling this back to Y by Y gives 
1 t 
O~,O = 5~ Res on Y 
where v = [t,ue]. Let p : y -+ Y be the bundle of orientations of L’ and let i; be the 
induced section of z* --* y. Now by Lemma 3.3(4) 
12 - 
P*Gqo = q v* Res on ?. 
Since Div,(ii) = d($z/lTl) - on Y and dc = 0 on Y we have the current equation 
dp*c7m,o = v%& Div,(c) - on Y. (5.25) 
Not: that p*um,o is an even form, v* Res is an odd form and Div,(c) is an odd current 
on Y. To prove (5.22) we push (5.25) down to Y via the mapping 
P* * * 52,*,,,,(F)’ 3 n*(Y)’ 
defined by (p+S,w) := i(S,p*w) (see (3.2)). So by (2a) and (5) of Lemma 3.3 we have 
da,,o = dp*(p*a,,o) 
= P, d(p%x,o) 
= p*(vxs Div,(G)) 
= Y* Res p* (DivW(V)) 
= v* Res DivOO(V) 
on X - 2 as required. 
Finally we compute the Euler currents. Firstly ru = Divu(u) on X since we already 
know that it is true on X - P and TO = lims-_,u T, = 0 converges in the C” topology on 
X - 2 as can be seen by inspecting the following formula for rs (cf. [3, Ch. IV, 2.71). 
n-l 
rJ=s A-,,, 
c 
(t( Due)2p+’ - (Dve)*p udte) (etS2Ve)n-P-’ 
p=o (lul2 + S*(tl*)p+l 
Euler and Pontrjagin currents 
SO 
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T m= lim r, = J$;da,,o + Diva(v) = V* Res Divm(v). q 
T-W 
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